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	2019/Jan Braindump2go 300-210 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new 300-210 Real

Exam Questions:1.|2019 Latest 300-210 Exam Dumps (VCE & PDF)

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-210.html2.|2019 Latest 300-210 Exam Questions & Answers

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNUm03a0t2blYySEU?usp=sharingQUESTION 141Which

centralized reporting function of the Cisco Content Security Management Appliance aggregates data from multiple Cisco ESA

devices?A.    message trackingB.    web trackingC.    system trackingD.    loggingAnswer: AQUESTION 142What is a value that

Cisco ESA can use for tracing mail flow?A.    the FQDN of the source IP addressB.    the FQDN of the destination IP addressC.   

the destination IP addressD.    the source IP addressAnswer: AQUESTION 143What are three features of the Cisco Security

Intellishield Alert Manager Service? (Choose three.)A.    validation of alerts by security analystsB.    custom notificationsC.   

complete threat and vulnerability remediationD.    vendor-specific threat analysisE.    workflow-management toolsF.    real-time

threat and vulnerability mitigationAnswer: ABEQUESTION 144When you deploy a sensor to send connection termination

requests, which additional traffic- monitoring function can you configure the sensor to perform?A.    Monitor traffic as it flows to the

sensor.B.    Monitor traffic as it flows through the sensor.C.    Monitor traffic from the Internet only.D.    Monitor traffic from both

the Internet and the intranet.Answer: BQUESTION 145Which IPS feature allows you to aggregate multiple IPS links over a single

port channel?A.    UDLDB.    ECLBC.    LACPD.    PAgPAnswer: BQUESTION 146Which Cisco IPS deployment mode is best

suited for bridged interfaces?A.    inline interface pair modeB.    inline VLAN pair modeC.    inline VLAN group modeD.    inline

pair modeAnswer: BQUESTION 147When a Cisco IPS is deployed in fail-closed mode, what are two conditions that can result in

traffic being dropped? (Choose two.)A.    The signature engine is undergoing the build process.B.    The SDF failed to load.C.    The

built-in signatures are unavailable.D.    An ACL is configured.Answer: ABQUESTION 148If inline-TCP-evasion-protection-mode

on a Cisco IPS is set to asymmetric mode, what is a side effect?A.    Packet flow is normal.B.    TCP requests are throttled.C.   

Embryonic connections are ignored.D.    Evasion may become possible.Answer: DQUESTION 149Which sensor deployment mode

does Cisco recommend when interface capacity is limited and you need to increase sensor functionality?A.    inline interface pair

modeB.    inline VLAN pair modeC.    inline VLAN group modeD.    VLAN group modeAnswer: CQUESTION 150Which role

does Passive Identity Management play in the Cisco Cloud Web Security architecture?A.    It provides user-level information that is

received from Active Directory.B.    It enables the administrator to control web access for users and user groups.C.    It defines a

standard for exchanging authentication and authorization data.D.    It controls content that passes into and out of the network.

Answer: AQUESTION 151Which two statements about Cisco ESA clusters are true? (Choose two.)A.    A cluster must contain

exactly one group.B.    A cluster can contain multiple groups.C.    Clusters are implemented in a client/server relationship.D.    The

cluster configuration must be managed by the cluster administrator.E.    The cluster configuration can be created and managed

through either the GUI or the CLI.Answer: BE!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2019 Latest 300-210 Exam Dumps (VCE & PDF)

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-210.html2.|2019 Latest 300-210 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: 

YouTube.com/watch?v=P837tbxE4dc 
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